We show that a difference in time scales of vertical and lateral dynamics permits one to analyze the problem of interacting electrons confined in an axially symmetric three-dimensional potential with a lateral oscillator confinement by means of the effective two-dimensional Hamiltonian with a screened Coulomb interaction. Using an adiabatic approximation based on action-angle variables, we present solutions for the effective charge of the Coulomb interaction (screening) for a vertical confinement potential simulated by parabolic, square, and triangular wells. While for the parabolic potential the solution for the effective charge is given in a closed anlytical form, for the other cases similar solutions can be easily calculated numerically.
I. INTRODUCTION
It is well known that there is a restricted class of exactly solvable problems in quantum mechanics. Such examples serve as paradigms to illustrate fundamental principles or/and new methods in their respective fields. This is especially important for finite systems, where approximative methods are indispensable to a many-body problem. In particular, two-electron systems play an important role in understanding of electron correlation effects because their eigenstates can be obtained very accurately, or in some cases, exactly.
The most popular model to study the electronic exchange-correlation energy in a density functional theory is the Hookean two-electron atom (HA). The basic HA is two electrons interacting by the Coulomb potential but bound to a nucleus by a harmonic potential that mimics a nuclear-electron attraction. For certain values of the confinement strength, there exist exact solutions for the HA ground state [1, 2] . When the HA is placed in a perpendicular magnetic field, Taut provided analytical solutions for a two-dimensional (2D) HA at particular values of the magnetic field [3] . This model can be equally viewed as a model 2D quantum dot (QD). Recent progress in semiconductor technology made it possible to fabricate and probe such confined system at different values of the magnetic field [4, 5] . Consequently, it has stimulated numerous theoretical studies on two-electron QDs, so-called "artificial atoms" (see for a recent review [6] ). Being a simple nontrivial system, QD He poses a significant challenge to theorists. For example, using a 2D He QD model, one is able to reproduce a general trend for the first singlet-triplet (ST) transitions observed in two-electron QDs under a perpendicular magnetic field. However, the experimental positions of the ST transition points are systematically higher [5, 7] . The ignorance of the third dimension is the most evident source of the disagreement, especially, in vertical QDs [8, 9, 10] .
Although accurate numerical results for QD He can be obtained readily, analytical results are still sought, because they provide the physical insight into numerical calculations. Moreover, analytical results could establish a theoretical framework for accurate analysis of confined many-electron systems, where the exact treatment of the three-dimensional (3D) case becomes computationally intractable. The purpose of the present paper is to introduce a consistent approach which enables one to reduce the 3D Coulomb problem to the effective 2D one, without loosing major effects related to the QD's thickness. In Section II we develop the concept of the effective charge of the Coulomb potential based on the adiabatic approximation [11] for axially symmetric 3D systems. The calculations of the effective charge for a Hamiltonian with a vertical confinement approximated by parabolic, square, and triangular well potentials are presented in Section III. Finally, we will show in Section IV that recent experimental data [7] can be successfully reproduced within a 2D approximation but with additionally screened Coulomb interaction due to the thickness of the sample. The main outcomes are summarized in Section V. Three Appendixes provide some technical details of the calculations.
II. BASIC REMARKS

A. Model
The system Hamiltonian for the case of a magnetic field B along a symmetry axis z reads
Here the term V C = k/|r 1 − r 2 | with k = e 2 /4πǫ 0 ǫ r describes the Coulomb repulsion between electrons and
B is the Zeeman term, where µ B = |e|h/2m e c is the Bohr magneton. For the magnetic field we choose the vector potential with gauge
. The confining potential is approximated by a 2D circular harmonic oscillator (HO) in xy-plane and the vertical confinement V z :
andhω 0 is the energy scale of confinement in the xyplane. Below we analyze different forms for the vertical confinement V z . For our analysis it is convenient to use cylindrical coordinates (ρ, φ, z). Also, we separate the Hamiltonian (1) on several terms: H = H 0 + H z + V C + H spin , where the term H 0 = 2 i=1 h i consists of the contributions related only to the lateral dynamics (xy−plane) of noninteracting electrons
Here, the effective lateral confinement frequency Ω = (
1/2 depends on the magnetic field by means of the Larmor frequency ω L = |e|B/2m * c; l zi ≡ p φi is the zcomponent of the angular momentum of the i-th electron. The eigenstates of the single-particle Hamiltonian (2) are well-known Fock-Darwin states (cf [12] ). The motion of noninteracting electrons in the z-direction is described by the Hamiltonian
Since the magnetic field is directed along the z axis, the Zeeman term is H spin = g * µ B S z B. This term is not important for our analytical study and will be taken into account only in numerical analysis of experimental data.
B. Adiabatic approximation
For typical QDs (hω 0 ∼ 3 meV) the contribution of the Coulomb interaction to the total energy is comparable to the confinement energy at zero magnetic field [5] . Evidently, the standard perturbation theory is not valid in this case. In real samples the confining potential in the zdirection is much stronger than in the xy-plane. It results in different time scales (see below) and this allows one to use the adiabatic approach [11] . To lowest order the adiabatic approach consists of averaging the full 3D Hamiltonian over the angle variables θ zi = ω zi t (fast variables) of the unperturbed motion (k = 0) after rewriting the (z i , p zi ) variables in terms of the action-angle variables (J zi , θ zi ). As a result, the motion effectively decouples into an unperturbed motion in the vertical direction governed by the potential i V (J zi , θ zi ) and into the lateral motion governed by the effective potential
is the effective electron-electron interaction that contains the memory on z dynamics through integrals of motion J zi . The effective interaction affects, therefore, only the dynamics in the lateral plane, where the confining potential is the parabolic one (see Eq. (2)). Hence, the effective Hamiltonian for two-electron QD reads as
where E z = i ε i and ε i is the electron energy of the unperturbed motion in the vertical direction. Our ansatz consists in the consideration of the effective interaction (4) in the form V eff int = kf (ρ)/ρ. Then one can define the effective 2D Coulomb interaction
where the effective charge is the mean value of the factor f (ρ) upon the nonperturbed lateral wave functions, i.e.,
In contrast to a standard 2D consideration of the bare Coulomb potential (V C = k/ρ) in QDs [5, 6] , in our approach the electron dynamics is governed by the same potential but with the additional effective (screened) charge due to the QD's thickness. One of the main advantages of this approach is that the interaction matrix elements can be expressed in an analytical form. Thus, we shall use (diagonalize) the effective Hamiltonian (5) with the effective Coulomb interaction V eff C , i.e., V eff int ⇒ V eff C . According to the Kohn theorem [14] the center of mass (CM) and the relative motion of the 2D system described by the Hamiltonian (5) are separated and the mean value in Eq.(7) can be evaluated using the Fock-Darwin states for the relative motion
This state is eigenfunction of the operator l z with eigenvalue m and the radius-dependent function with a radial quantum number n ρ has the form
where µ = m * /2 is the reduced mass, ξ = (µΩ/h) 1/2 ρ and L |m| nρ denotes the Laguerre polynomials [13] . For the lowest states (with different values of the quantum number m but with the radial quantum number n ρ = 0) one obtains for the effective charge 
III. EFFECTIVE CHARGE
A. Parabolic potential
To account for effect of localization of the dot in the layer of thickness a, let us first consider a 3D model with a vertical confinement approximated by a parabolic po-
i (see Fig. 1 ). Due to the Kohn theorem [14] the CM and the relative motions are separated. The solution for the CM motion is well known (cf [12] ). It is not important for our discussion, since the CM dynamics does not affect the electron interaction. The 3D Hamiltonian for the relative motion of two electrons has the form
The term h rel is defined by Eq.(2) in which the effective electron mass is replaced by the reduced mass µ; all single-electron variables (with index i) are replaced by the corresponding variables for relative motion (without indices). After rewriting the (z, p z ) variables in terms of the action-angle variables (J z , θ z )
we integrate out of the fast variable, i.e., average the Hamiltonian (11) over the angle θ z . As a result, the effective interaction potential (see also Appendix A) is
where
dθ is the complete elliptic integral of the first kind (see [15] ). This integral is well defined for all values of ρ.
The effective Hamiltonian for the relative motion is
To replace the effective electron-electron potential V eff int
by the Coulomb-type V eff C in Eq. (14), we must determine the effective charge. Taking into account the definitions Eqs. (7), (15) and the result Eq. (13), one obtains the following for the effective charge
where |n ρ , m are the Fock-Darwin states for the relative motion, Eqs. (8), (9) . For the lowest states (n ρ = n z = 0) one reduces Eq. (16) to the form of integral (10) . As a result, the effective charge can be expressed in terms of the Meijer G-function [16] 
Guided by the adiabatic approach, it is instructive to compute the effective charge by dint of quantummechanical mean value of the Coulomb term in the 3D oscillator state |n ρ , m |n z
Here, |n z is a normalized one-dimensional harmonic oscillator wave function [13] . Since the lateral extension exceeds the thickness of the QDs by several times, one may suggest to consider the ratio (z/ρ) 2 as a small parameter of theory. Note, however, that the averaging over the 3D oscillator state |n ρ , m |n z implies the application of the first order perturbation theory for calculation of the contribution of the Coulomb interaction in QDs. For n ρ = n z = 0 one obtains
where K 0 is the modified Bessel function of the 2nd kind. One observes that in both definitions of the effective charge Eqs. (16), (19) there is a contribution of the electron dynamics along the coordinate z. Below we will compare true contagion of both definitions upon the interpretation of the experimental data. For small and relatively large values of the magnetic field 0 < Ω/ω z < 1, available in experiment, the solution for the last integral can be expressed in terms of the hypergeometric functions
B. Infinite square well
A hard wall potential is among popular models for the confinement in QDs. In case of the vertical confinement, V z is the one-dimensional infinite square well
where a is the thickness of the layer in which the dot is created (see Fig. 1 ). Due to uniform motion inside the square well, the angle variable θ zi is proportional to the coordinates z i (see Eq. (B3) in Appendix B) and, therefore,
Integrating over the coordinates z 1 and z 2 between the walls of the potential (21) one obtains the effective Coulomb interaction V eff int = kA(ξ)/a, where ξ = ρ/a and
The effective Hamiltonian now reads
where the term h i is determined by Eq. (2) and we use Eq.(B2) for the contribution of the vertical confinement. In contrast to the parabolic potential, here V eff int does not depend on the quantum numbers n zi . In order to replace V eff int → V eff C we must define the effective charge. Similar to the previous case, the effective charge is the mean value ρ V eff int (ρ) in the Fock-Darwin states. For the lowest states with different m we obtain
where b = µΩa 2 /h.
C. Triangular well
Let us consider the well potential characterized by an infinitely high barrier for z < 0 and a linear potential V z (z) = eF z for z > 0; the product of the electron charge e and an electric field F is assumed to be positive:
This potential is a simple realistic description of the potential well at doped heterojunction or/and in the case when an external voltage is applied to the (top and bottom) electrodes of the sample in which the dot is created. By means of the relation Eq.(C6) (see Appendix C) between the coordinates z i and the angle variables θ zi , for the case when both electrons occupy the same energy level ε, the effective Coulomb term is
According to Eq.(C7), the lowest (n z = 1) energy level in the triangular potential is
32. The parameters can be selected to ensure the corresponding wave function (the Airy function, the first zero of this function occurs at c 1 = 2.338; see, for example, Ref.13) will be extended until the desired length in the vertical direction. Thus, in the adiabatic approximation the effective Hamiltonian has the form
where the term H 0 is defined in subsection II A. As above, we replace V eff int → V eff C and calculate the effective charge. For the states with n ρ = 0 (the Fock-Darwin states for the relative motion) we obtain the effective charge (see Eq. (7))
where b = µΩz m 2 /h and z m = ε 1 /eF . We recall that the parameter z m is the distance between turning points. It is similar to the parameter a in the square well potential. The integral over the variable ξ 2 in the expression for B (Eq.(27)) can be evaluated analytically but the other two in Eqs.(27) and (29) must be calculated numerically.
IV. DISCUSSION OF RESULTS
In Fig. 2 we present results for the effective charge (ratio k eff /k), calculated for the lowest states (n ρ = n z = 0) with different m, with the aid of: a)Eq. (17) for the parabolic confinement as a function of the ratio Ω/ω z (see Fig. 2(a) Fig. 2(b) ). These results evidently demonstrate that the inclusion of the vertical dynamics reduces the Coulomb interaction. In all considered models for the vertical confinement this effect affects strongly quantum states with small values of the quantum number m. Such states are major participants in the ground state transitions at small and intermediate values of the magnetic field. Therefore, the attenuation of the Coulomb interaction due to the sample thickness may explain the disagreement between experimental data and predictions upon the position of the singlet-triplet transitions based on calculations with the 2D Coulomb potential (see below). In other words, the 2D calculations (with the charge k) overestimate the electron correlations in twoelectron QDs.
Although the results for the effective charge in the parabolic potential (adiabatic approach) (see Fig.2a ) are slightly different in comparison with those of the hard potentials, a general trend for this charge determined by the magnetic field is similar (compare Figs.2a,b) . Notice that the magnitude of the ratio and its evolution with the increase of the magnetic field are almost the same in the square and triangular potentials (see Fig.2b ). In contrast to the plain quantum-mechanical averaging procedure (see Eqs. (18 -20) ) in the adiabatic approach (see Eq. (17)) the Coulomb interaction (the ratio k eff /k) is reduced stronger (see below).
To elucidate the quality of the adiabatic approach we use the 3D axially symmetric oscillator model with the lateral (hω 0 = 3 meV) and the vertical (hω z = 12 meV) confinements and compare results for energy levels in 2D, 3D and the effective charge (adiabatic) approximations. For a numerical analysis of spectral properties we choose the effective mass m * = 0.067m e , the relative dielectric constant of a semiconductor ε r = 12 and |g * | = 0.44 (bulk GaAs values). In all three approximations we solve the eigenvalue problem by means of exact diagonalization of the corresponding Hamiltonian in the Fock-Darwin basis. We recall that in this basis the Coulomb matrix elements are given in analytical form (cf [12] ). One observes a remarkable agreement between results for the 3D and the effective charge approximations (see Fig. 3 ). In the 2D approximation the Coulomb interaction is much stronger and, consequently, the evolution of levels with the magnetic field as well as their absolute values are different from those of the 3D approximation.
To illuminate the key advantage of the effective charge concept it is noteworthy to analyze the available experimental data [7] within various approaches. To this aim we will compare the results of calculations of the additional energy ∆µ = µ(N ) − µ(N − 1) [4, 5] in the 2D approximation (with the effective Coulomb interaction) and in the 3D approach with a full Coulomb interaction. Here, the chemical potential of the dot µ(N ) = E(N ) − E(N − 1) is given by the ground-state energy of the dot E(N ) with N and N − 1 electrons. To conduct this study, one needs to estimate the vertical confinement frequencyhω z in a real sample. The simplest approach is to use the parabolic model for the vertical confinement in the layer of thickness a (see Fig.1 ).
The thickness of QDs is much smaller in comparison with the lateral extension. Therefore, the vertical confinementhω z is much stronger than the lateral confinementhω 0 and this fact is, usually, used to justify a 2D approach for the study of QDs. However, there is a nonzero contribution from the vertical dynamics, since the energy level available for each of the noninteracting electrons in the z direction is ε =hω z (n z + 1/2). For the lowest state n z = 0
m /2 = ε 1 one defines the turning points: z m = h/(m * ω z ) (see Fig.1 ). We assume that the distance between turning points should not exceed the layer thickness, i.e., 2z m ≤ a. From this inequality it follows that the lowest limit for the vertical confinement in the layer of thickness a is
or b > 2Ω/ω z . For typical GaAs samples with the thickness a between 10 nm and 20 nm this estimation gives the minimal value forhω z between 45 meV and 11 meV, respectively. These estimations provide a genuine cause for the use of the adiabatic approach in case of QDs, since
Using the "experimental" values for the lateral confinement and the confinement frequency ω z as a free parameter, we reproduced successfully with the valuehω z = 8 meV and |g * | = 0.3 the positions of kinks in the additional energy for a two-electron QD (see Fig.4a )
in all three samples [7] in the 3D axially symmetric oscillator model [10] . Here, E rel = H rel is the relative energy, E(1) =hω 0 +hω z /2 is a single-electron energy and the Zeeman energy E spin = −|g * |µ B [1 − (−1) m ]B/2 is zero for the singlet states. Note that it was found from the Zeeman splitting at high magnetic field that |g * | = 0.3 [18] . While at small magnetic field the results for |g * | = 0.44 and |g * | = 0.3 are similar, the latter value provides the best agreement between the full 3D calculations and the experimental data.
We recall that in the 2D approach used by Nishi et al. [7] one encounters the problem of the correct interpretation of the experimental data (see Fig.4a , a plain lateral confinementhω 0 = 2.9 meV). In the effective charge approximation the vertical confinement is taken into account with the aid of k eff in the 2D effective Hamiltonian. The remarkable accord between the predictions based on the results of Section III A and the observation confirms the validity of the suggested concept (see Fig. 4 ). We stress that the effective charge approximation facilitates the calculations providing the same results as the full 3D calculations.
Notice that the results based upon the adiabatic approximation are in a better agreement with the full 3D calculations in contrast to those obtained with the aid of the plain quantum-mechanical averaging procedure for k eff = ρ V C (ρ, z) . As discussed in Section II B, the adiabatic approach is based on the effective separation of fast (vertical) and slow (lateral) dynamics with subsequent averaging procedure. In contrast, the plain quantum-mechanical averaging represents a type of perturbation theory based upon the first order contribution with respect to the ratio z/ρ only. The higher order term may improve the agreement at small magnetic field, since the vertical dynamics is non negligible and affects the lateral dynamics. The increase of the quantum number m, caused by the increase of the magnetic field strength, reduces the orbital motion of electrons in the vertical direction. The larger is m the stronger is the centrifugal force, which induces the electron localization in a plane, and, therefore, the lesser is importance of the vertical electron dynamics. In the limit of strong magnetic field (large m) the dot becomes more of a "two-dimensional" system. This explains the improvement of the accuracy of the plain quantum-mechanical averaging procedure at large m, i.e., for the ground states at high magnetic fields.
The results of different averaging procedures indicate that the accuracy of the methods depends, indeed, on the quality of the separation between the lateral (ρ) and vertical (z) components of the Coulomb interaction, with further averaging over them. We recall that the essence of the "removal of resonances" technique based on the action-angle variables [11] is the identification of adiabatic invariants, i.e., approximately conserved integrals of motion. The averaging of the Hamiltonian over the fast variables is a next step within this technique. In our case such an invariant is the action J z , which is approximately conserved due to large difference in a time scale between fast vertical (z) and slow lateral (xy) dynamics. Therefore, the integration over fast variable (angle) is well justified in this case. As it was pointed out above, at small magnetic field a plain quantum-mechanical procedure, which reduces to a variant of the first order perturbation theory, is less justified. In fact, the effective potential obtained from the plain quantum-mechanical procedure is significantly stronger at small distances between two electrons (see Appendix A). In turn, in this case the effective coupling between the vertical and lateral confinements is stronger, which indicates a less efficiency of the separation procedure.
The positions of the singlet-triplet transitions in the same sample can be reproduced as well with a vertical confinement approximated by the square (Section III B) and the triangular (Section III C) potentials. It appears from the behavior of the effective charge for the considered models of the vertical confinement (see Fig. 2 ) that one obtains equivalent results if the ratio κ = b/(Ω/ω z ) between the distance b in the square/triangular well and the parabolic variable Ω/ω z is κ ∼ 4. Note that this conclusion is independent on the particular value of the vertical confinement in the parabolic model, since this parameter enters in the calculations of the k eff through the ratio Ω/ω z .
Within the square well model the best agreement with the experimental data is obtained for a ≈ 32.5 nm (see Fig.5 ). In virtue of the definition b = µΩa 2 /h we have
Using the above value for a andhω z = 8 meV which provides the equivalent result in the parabolic model, we obtain κ = 3.715. Indeed, this estimation is close to the one extracted from Fig.2 which is independent on the specific parameters of the QD. Similar agreement with the experimental data is obtained by means of the triangular well potential (b = µΩz 2 m /h) for the electric field F ≈ 220 kV/m which corresponds to z m ≈ 32.1 nm (see Fig. 5 ). Note that in all considered models the effective charge k eff of the Coulomb interaction changes with the increase of the magnetic field in a similar way (see Fig. 5 ) producing approximately the equivalent effect in all three cases. At very large magnetic fields the effective charge approaches almost the value k eff ≈ 0.95k.
Finally, a remark is in order. For the sake of illustration we have used only k eff for the lowest basis states (n ρ = n 
V. SUMMARY
We developed the effective charge approach taking full account of the thickness of two-electron quantum dots. Our approach is based on the adiabatic approximation where the full 3D dynamics of two interacting electrons is separated by means of action-angle variables on the independent vertical motion and the lateral dynamics described by the effective 2D Hamiltonian. The separation is reached due to different time scales in the vertical (fast) and lateral (slow) dynamics and it is well justified in all types of QDs (vertical and lateral). As a result, one must solve only the Schrödinger equation for the 2D effective Hamiltonian where the full charge k is replaced by k eff (see Eqs. (7), (10)). The eigenvalue problem was solved by means of the exact diagonalization of the effective 2D Hamiltonian in the Fock-Darwin basis. To demonstrate the feasibility of the effective charge approach, we considered three different models for the vertical confinement: the parabolic, the square and triangular well potentials. The use of the parabolic potential simplifies the analysis due to the Kohn theorem which results in the analytical expression for the effective charge, Eq. (17) . For the square and triangular well potentials we obtained expressions for the effective charge Eqs.(25),(29), respectively, that can be easily calculated numerically.
The value of the effective charge depends on the (good) quantum number m of the correlated state (see Fig.2 ). We established a scaling factor, Eq.(32), between the variables used in the parabolic and the square/triangular well potentials. Taking into account this factor, we found that the effective charge (screening of the Coulomb interaction) affects quantum states for all potentials in a similar way. The screening due to the sample thickness is especially strong for quantum states with small values of the quantum number m. We recall that these states determine the structure of the ground state transitions at small and intermediate values of the magnetic field. Therefore, the screening provides a consistent way to deal with the effect of the thickness upon the position of the singlet-triplet transitions. In particular, the screening should be taken into account for the analysis of evolution of the energy difference between singlet and triplet states in the magnetic field. This energy is considered to be important for analysis of the entanglement and concurrence in QDs (cf [19] ).
The comparison of the results with available experimental data [7] demonstrates a remarkable agreement and lends support to the validity of the approach. Being important for the states with small quantum number m, the screening of the Coulomb interaction becomes small for the states with large m, which dominate in the low-lying spectrum at large magnetic fields. On the other hand, these states cause strong centrifugal forces which induce the electron localization in a plane. In turn, the stronger is the magnetic field the less important is the vertical confinement. It follows that the 2D bare Coulomb potential becomes reliable in 2D approaches for the analysis of the ground state evolution of QDs only at very large magnetic fields.
Thus, the 2D calculations with a bare Coulomb interaction (with the charge k) overestimate the electron correlations in two-electron QDs at small and intermediate values of the magnetic field. One may induce that similar conclusion could be valid for QDs with more than two electrons. Notice, however, that the confining frequency in the lateral plane decreases with the increase of the electron number N > 2 in exact 3D calculations at fixed vertical confinement [20] , making QDs to be more of a two-dimensional system. A thorough analysis of our approach for N > 2 is left for the future. The effective electron-electron interaction potential is obtained by averaging the Coulomb term V C (ρ, z) in the z-direction
where w(z) is the corresponding weight function. By dint of the quantum-mechanical averaging one obtains the effective potential
while in the adiabatic approach we have the effective potential
For n z = 0, we have for the quantum-mechanical weight function
while, by virtue of Eq.(12) and J z =h/2, one obtains for the adiabatic weight function
where z 0 = h/µω z . As it can be seen from 
where K 0 and K are the the modified Bessel function of the 2nd kind and the complete elliptic integral of the first kind, respectively. Although the potential V eff(qm) C is akin to the potential V eff(ad) int , the ratio R = V eff(ad) int /V eff(qm) int < 1 at 0 < ρ < √ 2z 0 (see Fig. 6(b) ). We recall that for the for the parabolic vertical confinement.
lowest limit of the sample thickness a = 2z m = √ 2z 0 (see Fig.1 ). In other words, when electrons are close to each other (for ρ < a), the effective quantum-mechanical potential is significantly stronger than the adiabatic one. At distances between electrons ρ > a two potentials reach each other asymptotically (R → 1).
